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Summary. Structures have advanced from their heavy, static and often not environmentally 
respectful origins, to become light, smart and structurally efficient. Lightweight structures 
represent one of the most advanced achievements of the research oriented towards a 
sustainable design. The pavilion described in this paper employs two lightweight structural 
elements, namely a pneumatic beam and a pre-tensioned membrane, in order to obtain a 
covered space for visitors.  
The idea behind the pavilion design originated by the study of harmonic knots, in particular 
the trefoil knot. The concept to realize an aesthetically pleasant and structurally challenging 
form led us to develop further the trefoil knot curve in order to rotate this regular 3d-curve in 
a rotate strip.  
The choice of such shape has been guided by the fascinating topological properties of the 
Möbius strip, which possess the peculiar characteristic of continuity along the two boundaries. 
In this case, to maintain the symmetries of the trefoil knot itself, the strip is twisting three 
times before closing.  
All these features resulted in a self-equilibrated internal forces flow and solved the stability 
problem in an elegant and simple way.  
Based on this concept, the main visual element of the pavilion is the inflatable tube that is 
shaped along the unique boundary of the Möbius-trefoil knot. A membrane, that follows the 
rotating strip, has been studied to create a shelter for visitors.  
The pavilion has been designed to be automatically tensioned by the pneumatic tube during 
installation: the increasing pressure provided to the internal fluid gives shape to the tube and 
simultaneously tightens the membrane. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Knots are familiar objects that we use daily. Throughout human history, knots have been a 
permanence of an ancient construction technology that is ever more relevant in the 
contemporary concept of material reality and natural shapes.  
Over the past decades, the mathematical theory of knots has contributed greatly to our 
knowledge of the topological and geometrical aspects of several research fields, spanning 
from genetics to quantum theory, with some implementation also in modern architecture (see 
f.i. the Knot House Resort, http://www.dezeen.com/2014/08/09/knot-house-resort-by-atelier-
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chang-south-korea/).  
The outcomes of these studies provide us with stimulation and support, but here we are 
interested in investigating another topic – the exploration of the conditions of balance intrinsic 
to the bodies and structures that knots are composed of, and their ability to respond to the 
pressures of external forces. 
2 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Topology has led us to recognise the characteristics of space and of the matter that 
occupies it. Not only it defines the metric and dimensional configuration of a single object, 
but it also fixes its relationships of continuity and congruence with its context and with the 
parts that compose it, as well as describing multiplicity and varieties through the recognition 
of specific invariables; isomorphism, homeomorphism, compactness of the pluridimensional 
variety, singularity, directionality etc.  
We set ourselves to this goal starting from the structural equilibrium of polyhedra: from the 
platonic ones to the infinite polyhedra that we learned to characterise the geometric thinking 
from Euler and Moebius to Poincarè1,2,3 and to the results from the most recent enunciations 
about the “theory of knots”.  
Thus, our research leans towards a kind of analysis of the singular properties that bodies have 
in virtue of their topological characteristics. In particular, we wish to measure ourselves at the 
design level, with the stresses that occur in a continuous body such as a knot, which is 
compact and continuous, but able to absorb even forces of traction and compression that are 
simultaneously acting against each other. 
What is a knot? We wish to pose the question and to offer an answer from the viewpoint of 
the elastic properties of a body whose form and whose topological features in fact seem to be 
able to organise such stresses in a very “singular” fashion. 
The physical model we propose is not a technical-structural answer so much as the 
declaration of a journey towards the possibility of using and controlling a link (binding) that 
is complex but can be perfectly characterised by a numerical definition, like that of a knot 
(Knot). It is a “manifesto”, an interpretation, to explore which way to go with the studies of 
structural morphology in response to the demands of ever lighter and easier-to-build 
structures with textile and pneumatic technologies, innovative materials like cables and 
composites and those defined statically even in the presence of dynamic stresses. But, above 
all, the design challenge that we wish to take on is to deepen our knowledge of those 
topological-structural invariants that ensure the building process of shapes that are suitable to 
adapt to the evolution of our way of living, to the growth of the same due to self-similarity 
and adaptation according to the concepts of modern dwelling and urbanisation within the ever 
more urgent theme of the “smart city”. 
3 SOME MATHEMATICAL DETAILS 
The starting point is the standard trefoil knot curve: 
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For each point of the above closed space curve (clearly regular, i.e. with existing vector 
tangent in each point) we can define the Frénet-Serret local reference system given by 
tangent, normal and bi-normal unit vectors (T,N,B) as displayed in Figure 1: 
 
Figure 1: Frenet-Serret unit vector local reference system for the curve in eq. 1. 
 
The general application that transforms the closed space curve in a twisted strip turns out 
to be: 
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where the parameter r indicates the strip’s rotation in units of 2π and the p# defines the 
curve extensions along the normal/binormal axes on the plane orthogonal to the curvilinear 
path. If the initial curve is the one given in eq. 1, our rotated strip can be obtained with r=3/2 
and p1=p2=1, see Figure 2. 
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(21)
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Rxd R, 1, 0, 0
Rxd sin t C 2 sin 2 t
Ryd R, 0, 1, 0
Ryd cos t K 2 cos 2 t
Rzd R, 0, 0, 1
RzdKsin 3 t
rotationd Matrix 2, 2, cos r$t ,Ksin r$t , sin r$t , cos r$t
rotationd
cos r t Ksin r t
sin r t cos r t
rotated Vector 2
rotated 0ex
eqd RxC cos r$t $pK sin r$t $p $NxC sin r$t $pC cos r$t $p $Bx, RyC cos r$t $p
K sin r$t $p $NyC sin r$t $pC cos r$t $p $By, RzC cos r$t $pK sin r$t $p $NzC sin r
$t $pC cos r$t $p $Bz :
eqpointsd subs r = 0.5, eq : plot3d eqpoints, t = 0 ..2$Pi, p =K0.2 ..0.2, axes = boxed, style
= patchnogrid, grid = 400, 400
 
Figure 2: The rotated strip obtained from the trefoil curve.(V.Sumini) 
 
Given the odd number of π in the rotation, the strip become equivalent to a Moebius band, 
i.e. a strip closed after an odd number of twists. 
So the mathematical formula that describes the boundary curve of the band can be obtained 
from the 4π run of the t parameter as the composition of the two boundaries: 
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with the results displayed in Figure 3: 
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Figure 3: The boundary curve of the trefoil-Moebius band. 
4 THE DESIGN SCRIPT OF THE KNOT 
All these equations have been transposed to a graphic parametric environment that allowed 
us to develop the final architectural design using Grasshopper© taking as design variables the 
band width and the number of twists.  
 
Figure 4: The script. 
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5 THE PAVILION 
Starting from the above mathematical concept, we moved to the realization of the proposed 
structure. The choice of the shape has been guided by the fascinating topological properties of 
the Möbius band, which possess the peculiar characteristic of continuity along the two 
boundaries. In this case, to maintain the symmetries of the trefoil knot itself, the strip is 
twisted three times before closing.  Briefly, we can define this structure as built from a Torus 
Knot, or a rather non standard “extension” of a trefoil knot (defined as K(2,3), see1,2): in 
which the number 3 represents the revolution turns of the boundary around the midpoint of 
the initial torus,  while the resulting knot as 15 as the resulting knot crossing number c(K) (see 
Figure 5). 
 
 
Figure 5: The crossing points along the knot. 
 
The knot, in its final configuration, still maintain the toroidal structure of the trefoil knot 
on which it has been developed. The understanding of the toroidal topological character can 
be more easily understood from Figures 6 and 7: 
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Figure 6: Trefoil knot wrapping the reference torus. .(V.Sumini) 
 
Figure 7: The white « extended » trefoil is still wrapping around a torus (in blue) ; in red is the boundary of the 
« extended » knot, twisted three times around the original trefoil. The rotations of the « extended » knot with 
respect to the torus remain three. .(V.Sumini)  
 
All these features, and essentially the fact that the Möbius band is a not-orientable surface, 
suggesting an easily attainable isotropy of the distributed loads, resulted in a self-equilibrated 
internal forces flow and solved the stability problem in an elegant and simple way.  
Based on this concept, the main visual elements of the pavilion are the inflatable tube that 
is shaped along the unique boundary of the Möbius-trefoil knot and the membrane, that 
follows the rotating strip, see Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: The final shape. 
  
 
Figure 9: Details of the developed surface of the membrane (cutting patterns). 
 
The actual tube is made of a fire hose with a diameter of 70 mm and a length of 33 meters. 
The fire hose for reaching its stiffness is inflated with a pressure of 3.5 bars. This concept of a 
fluid pressure as stiffening medium together with the related uniform distribution, can explain 
as it can easily absorb the compressive and torsional stresses of the structure. The membrane 
is composed by a PVC fabric, normally used as tarpaulin truck. The connections between the 
boundary and the membrane are realized with about two hundred tie wraps. 
The pavilion has been designed to be automatically tensioned by the pneumatic tube during 
the installation: the increasing pressure provided by the internal fluid gives shape to the tube 
and simultaneously tightens the membrane.  
Some preliminary results of a theoretical stress analysis are presented in Figure 10:  
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Figure 10: Analysis of the stress distribution (dead load included). First line, the knot boundary is modeled using 
beam elements and the membrane simulated through cables: the results show that the tube is subjected to three 
main stress components (compression, tension and torsional stresses). Second line, all the elements are 
connected as a frame system (this could be achieved by a complete inflatable structure): in this case we obtain an 
equalization of the stress distribution inside the structure.  .(V.Sumini) 
The first solution was not feasible, as in some parts the membrane was not working 
properly due to the compressive stress induced by the boundary tube. So that to reach a 
suitable trade-off we added some rigid connectors inside the membrane in order to let this 
component behave in proper way. The second solution in figure # will be a sure more efficient 
improvement. Moreover, the pavilion could be considered statically determinate thanks to the 
three nodes through which it is hung from the ceiling. 
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Figure 11: Pavilion bottom-up view at Expo FUTURE VISION 2015 in Amsterdam 
 
Figure 12: The pavilion. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
The design process above described in the various steps (form-finding, mathematical 
analysis, cutting pattern generation, load analysis and installation) has been focused on the 
integration between the architectural and structural design and on the manufacturing and 
operational procedure: all these aspects resulted to be essential to introduce a high degree of 
pre-fabrication, with consequent reduction of time and costs, transportability, ease of 
construction and good accuracy of the final result.  
As an event, architectural form is supposed to find its ultimate justification in what it can 
achieve. The accent put on the notion that there is nothing more to architecture than what 
ultimately meets the eye, goes in the same direction.  
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